The School of Public Health is the newest Faculty of the University of Alberta, approved by the Board of Governors in March 2006. It is Canada’s only stand alone faculty dedicated solely to public health and is focused on promoting wellness, reducing risks, and preventing illness and injury to improve the overall health of citizens.

The School of Public Health builds upon and integrates the core strengths of the University of Alberta in public health sciences, health promotion, and injury control. These strengths are found within the Department of Public Health Sciences, with a proud history spanning more than 50 years; the Centre for Health Promotion Studies, with its interdisciplinary research and graduate programs; and the Alberta Centre for Injury Control & Research, with its focus on capacity building and evidence-based practice in the field of injury control and research.

Through its graduate programs, research activities, and community engagement activities, the School fosters interdisciplinary learning, discovery, and citizenship in public health. Currently, more than 200 students are being trained for public health leadership through the graduate programs of the School of Public Health.
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161.1 Members of the School

Officers of the School

Dean
S Stachenko, MD

Assistant Dean
(Redirection)
R Sadler

Senior Advisor to the Dean
D Wilson, MD

Administrative Officer
D Richardson, MEd (Manager, Faculty Communications)

Centre for Health Promotion Studies

Professor and Acting Director
TC Wild, PhD (Health Promotion and Socio-behavioural Health)

Professors
HM Maddill, PhD, BPych (Professor and Graduate Programs Coordinator)
R Plotsnick, PhD (Health Promotion and Socio-behavioural Health)
KD Rane, PhD (Health Promotion and Socio-behavioural Health)

Associate Professors
W Church, PhD

Graduate Faculty

G Gibson, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences, University of Alberta
G Glaisford, Professor Emeritus, University of Alberta
A Goldblatt, Goldblatt Consulting, Ltd, Edmonton
T Horne, WebQuest Consulting Ltd, Edmonton
C Jardine, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences, University of Alberta
K Kuchar, Faculty of Nursing, University of Alberta
R Kolim, Alberta Health Services, Edmonton
A Neufeld, Faculty of Medicine, University of Alberta
P Nolan, Faculty of Nursing, University of Alberta
B Poland, Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto
L Reuter, Faculty of Nursing, University of Alberta
P Robson, Alberta Cancer Board, Edmonton
W Rodgers, Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation, University of Alberta
C Smith, Faculty of Human and Social Development, University of Victoria
M Toms, Faculty of Medicine, University of Victoria
V Vojinovic, Faculty of Medicine, University of Alberta
S Voerman, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Alberta
K Whitefield, Faculty of Extension, University of Alberta
D Williamson, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences, University of Alberta
N Wilson, Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences, University of Alberta
D Wilson, School of Public Health, University of Alberta
R Wolfe, Wolfe Gordon Consulting, Edmonton
L Young, School of Nursing, University of Victoria

Public Health Sciences

Professor and Chair
LG Saunders, MBChB, PhD (Global Health)

Professors Emeriti
R Bug, PhD
S Hughes, PhD
C Melnick, PhD
S Stinson, PhD
D Wilson, MD

Professors
M Belosevic, PhD (Environmental Health Sciences)
*K Carrere (Biostatistics)
L Caroll, PhD (Biostatistics)
*C Gellatly, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*R Henry (Environmental Health/Epidemiology)
*F Heffernan, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*M Fisher (Biostatistics)
L Franciscautt, MD, PhD (Epidemiology)
*B Roijds (Epidemiology)
*H Johnson, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
W Kipp, PhD (Global Health)
*L Klassen (Epidemiology)
J Lang, PhD (Global Health)
*C Lu, PhD (Environmental Health)
*L Lee, PhD (Epidemiology)
*R Long (Epidemiology)
D Menon, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*N Newman, PhD (Epidemiology)
D Philipp, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*R Bow, PhD (Epidemiology)
*A Smithilov, PhD (Biostatistics)
C Sokolov, PhD (Epidemiology)
*M Stewart, PhD
*R Tuyen, PhD (Epidemiology)
P Veugelers, PhD (Epidemiology)
P Voorlander, PhD
*R Xu, PhD (Biostatistics)
*K Zakariasen, PhD (Health Policy and Management)

Associate Professors
J Beach, PhD (Occupational and Environmental Health/Epidemiology)
S Bowen, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*R Burton, PhD (Environmental Health/Epidemiology)
*K Goodman, PhD (Epidemiology)
G Groen, PhD (Biomedical Ethics)
*R Haywood, PhD (Epidemiology)
*A Janes (Epidemiology)
*R Kaler (Global Health)
*K Kelly (Epidemiology)
*R Kindratenko, PhD (Environmental Health)
*X Li, PhD (Environmental Health)
*15 Majoran, PhD (Epidemiology)
*M McAlister, PhD (Epidemiology)
*M Mitchell, PhD (Epidemiology)

N Neumann, PhD (Environmental Health)
*C Norris, PhD (Epidemiology)
A Ohnmaa, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*S Patterson, PhD
*K Rondou, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*D Schofield, PhD (Biostatistics)
*L Shanor, PhD (Ethics)
*D Smith, PhD
*D Spady, PhD (Epidemiology)
*I Talobi, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*M Tenelor, PhD (Epidemiology)
*S Vohra, PhD (Epidemiology)

Assistant Professors
T Ruba, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*J Colman, PhD (Biostatistics)
*D Dau, PhD (Biostatistics)
*C Dorsch, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*M Freeman, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*B Fisher (Biostatistics)
*L Franciscautt, MD, PhD (Epidemiology)
*B Roijds (Epidemiology)
*S Houston (Global Health)
*S Ivey, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*W Kipp, PhD (Global Health)
*L Klassen (Epidemiology)
*L Laing, PhD (Global Health)
*C Lu, PhD (Environmental Health)
*L Lee, PhD (Epidemiology)
*R Long (Epidemiology)
*D Menon, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*N Newman, PhD (Epidemiology)
*D Philipp, PhD (Health Policy and Management)
*R Bow, PhD (Epidemiology)
*A Smithilov, PhD (Biostatistics)
*C Sokolov, PhD (Epidemiology)
*M Stewart, PhD
*R Tuyen, PhD (Epidemiology)
P Veugelers, PhD (Epidemiology)
P Voorlander, PhD
*R Xu, PhD (Biostatistics)
*K Zakariasen, PhD (Health Policy and Management)

Additional Members of Faculty Council

President and Vice-Chancellor
IV Samaraseker, O.C.

Registrar of the University

Graduate Students

Health Promotion Graduate Students’ Association
Public Health Sciences Students’ Association

Other representatives to be determined.

162 Programs of Study

162.1 Graduate Studies

As a Faculty of the University of Alberta, the School of Public Health will continue to offer graduate programs that have been approved by the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research. For updated information on programs within the School of Public Health please consult the Centre for Health Promotion Studies website at www.chps.ualberta.ca or phone (780) 492-9347, or 492-8861 and the Department of Public Health Sciences website at www.phs.ualberta.ca or phone (780) 492-6407. Note: for the Academic Schedule for 2010-2011 please refer to 11.1. Details about the graduate programs and courses offered can be found in the following sections of the Calendar $205.29 Health Promotion Studies, $205.64 Public Health Sciences and $231 Course Listings.